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Dear children,

The effort and love expressed today in your prayers, appeals and requests, offered for the Lower
Kingdoms of Australia, are allowing for a Divine Grace to descend and for the soul group of each
one of the Kingdoms that were affected by the fire to be conducted toward spiritual spaces of
reparation, healing and of much regeneration so that, from there, the soul group of each one of the
Lower Kingdoms of Australia may find a place within the Creator Universe where it may continue
its experience of evolution.

Each Hail Mary that is offered today allows a member of the soul group of the Lower Kingdoms of
Australia to have the door opened so that it may also live its liberation in the inner planes.

Even more, the loving and prayerful offering of this day is intervening for China and for all the
regions of its neighboring countries so that the health crisis they are facing may be illuminated and
filled by the healing of prayer in order to deactivate the great number of demons that are attacking a
part of the inhabitants of China and beyond.

Therfore, the prayer offered today is a planetary work so that the roots of evil may be eradicated
from the unconscious of human beings and so that the souls may again reconnect with God, because
the cause of so much suffering in humanity is the absence of personal inner contact.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


